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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE AND EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

1.  My name is Ginger Henry.  My business address is 370 Third

Street, Room 311L, San Francisco, California, 94107.  I am

General Manager, Local Service Center (“LSC”) Operations

for Pacific Bell Telephone Company ("Pacific"), a wholly

owned subsidiary of SBC Communications Inc.  In my current

position, I am responsible for the planning and

implementation of all LSC Operations’ new products,

processes, training, methods and procedures.  This

includes assisting Pacific’s Industry Markets organization

in implementing the complementary LSC processes required

to support CLEC OSS functionality in a manner consistent

with Pacific’s arbitrated and negotiated agreements and

the rules and regulations of the California Public

Utilities Commission (“CPUC”) and Federal Communications

Commission ("FCC").

EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

2.  I received my education from California State College,

Bakersfield majoring in Political Science with continuing

education at Duke University’s Fuqua School of Business.

I have 20 years experience with Pacific.  I have held

numerous jobs in our Business Marketing, Industry

Marketing and the Network Services organizations.  Many of
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those positions specializing in standardization of process

and customer service quality assurance.
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PURPOSE OF AFFIDAVIT

3.  The purpose of my affidavit is to give a current

assessment of Pacific’s satisfaction of certain Section

271 requirements, relative to LSC Operational issues, in

response to the Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling dated

February 14, 2000.  I am updating information contained in

the July 15, 1999 and September 7, 1999 affidavits of

Christopher Viveros and Victoria Murray that described OSS

enhancements and LSC Operations, particularly in

connection with Pacific’s satisfaction of the requirements

identified by the CPUC in its December 17, 1998 Final

Decision.1  I will specifically discuss recent enhancements

in connection with Pacific's satisfaction of Reject and

Jeopardy Notification requirements identified by the CPUC

in its 271 Collaborative Workshops and Final Decision.  I

will also discuss the LSC Operations’ functions that

demonstrate Pacific has met its obligation to provide

CLECs with electronic Reject and Jeopardy Notifications.

Further, I will demonstrate that Pacific has, in good

faith, exceeded its obligations by making available to

CLECs multiple notification alternatives for Jeopardy

Notifications, thus enabling the CLECs to receive

notifications via their preferred electronic interface for

ordering and to receive an additional courtesy

notification, if the CLEC has so elected.
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VERIFICATION OF COMPLETED COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS

CMAP 138 – OSS Ordering

Rejects

4.  As stated in the July 15, 1999 affidavit of Christopher

Viveros, paragraph 185, as of July 1999, rejects for both

syntax and content errors on all Local Service Requests

(“LSRs”) submitted via Local service order Exchange

(“LEX”) or Electronic Data Interchange (“EDI”) are

returned electronically.  Syntax errors, also known as

fatal errors, occur when an LSR is either inaccurate or

incomplete per the local service order requirements.

These errors are detected by “up front” system edits and

are automatically rejected back to the CLEC without LSC

intervention.  An LSR that contains no syntax errors may

nevertheless contain information that prevents the order

from being processed correctly.  For example, an LSR may

designate the request is for the first service, also known

as the primary line at an address, but upon LSC review of

the address, working service may already exist at the

address.  These errors are known as content, or manual,

errors.  Content errors are detected by LSC

representatives during the order creation process.

5.  Using Pacific’s LASR Graphical User Interface (“GUI”)2

deployed July 6, 1999, a LSC representative returns

                                                                                                                                                            
1 D.98-12-069.
2 LASR GUI is a desktop tool used by the LSC to manage its workload.
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content reject notifications electronically to the CLECs

via the interface through which the LSR was received.

Prior to the implementation of the LASR GUI, content

rejects were returned to the CLECs manually, e.g., via

fax.

6.  The electronic rejection of content errors requires the

LSC’s input of a reject notification into LASR GUI, which

produces an electronic notification to the CLECs via LEX

or EDI.  LSC Methods and Procedures instruct the service

representative to proof read the entire LSR and then

electronically reject all errors contained within the LSR

to the CLEC immediately following the completion of the

service representative’s review.  CLECs were notified of

the release for electronic rejects by Accessible Letter

CLECCS 99-017 dated February 17, 1999. July 15, 1999

Viveros Attachment PPP.

7.  The time interval for returning content rejects on

electronically received LSRs is measured from the time the

LSR drops out of the system for LSC service representative

review until the LSC responds back to the CLEC through the

CLEC’s preferred ordering interface system.  Manually

received rejects (e.g., a faxed service request) are

measured from the time the LSC receives the fax request

until the reject notification identifying the errors

contained in LSR is sent back to the CLEC.  Reject
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intervals vary according to the content of the individual

LSR.  Requests with a greater number or complexity of

products require more time for review than basic requests.

However, the process the LSC follows for review –

identification of errors and reject notification back to

the CLECs – is the same regardless of whether the LSR was

manually or electronically generated.  Only physical

notification method differs according to the ordering

interface selected by the CLEC.  But the prerequisite

review processes performed by the LSC are identical.  The

timeliness of reject notifications for content errors is

measured against an agreed-upon benchmark in the Joint

Partial Settlement Agreement on Performance Measures

(Measure 3).

Jeopardies

8.  In the September 7, 1999 Reply Affidavit of Christopher

Viveros, Pacific stated that it deployed a fully

electronic jeopardy and missed appointment notification

process on August 21, 1999 for CLECs submitting requests

via LEX and EDI.  Viveros Reply Affidavit, para. 4.  CLECs

were notified of this targeted functionality in Accessible

Letter, CLECCS 99-018, dated February 18, 1999, July 15,

1999 Viveros Reply Attachment QQQ.  This Accessible Letter

contained the 12-Month Developmental view which stated

“Implement mechanized process to electronically return

previously manual jeopardy notifications via the EDI and
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LEX interfaces.”  The previous manual jeopardy process was

replaced by the electronic process using the LASR GUI

effective with the August 21, 1999 release.

9.  Since the implementation of the new process, the

provisioning centers automatically generate an electronic

mail notice to the LSC as soon as they determine an order

is in jeopardy. The LSC sends the jeopardy notification to

the CLEC via the interface through which the CLEC

transmitted the original LSR, including fax.  The primary

benefactors of the changes in the jeopardy notification

process are the CLECs electing to use LEX or EDI.  The

jeopardy notification process is managed hourly by the LSC

and the notice is sent directly to the CLEC’s preferred

ordering interface.  All elements of manual notification

have been removed; this includes eliminating phone calls

from the LSC or the CLEC having to monitor its service

requests through CESAR in order to identify if an order

has been placed in jeopardy.  For those CLECs electing to

use LEX or EDI, the notification is sent directly to their

interface without the CLEC having to review each LSR to

identify if an order has been placed in jeopardy.

10. Accessible Letter CLECC99-291, issued September 2, 1999

Attachment 1, identifies an additional LSC system

enhancement for Resale CLECs that have fax-only

capabilities.  Effective October 11, 1999, the LSC
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implemented functionality that automatically faxes

jeopardy notifications back to the CLECs, thus eliminating

any potential delays related to LSC service representative

manual fax transmittals.  In summary, the original manual

jeopardy notification process has been mechanized in

several ways.  The process of communicating a jeopardy

from the provisioning centers to the LSC has been

mechanized through the use of electronic mail, thus

eliminating any delays in LSC notification.  Further, with

the implementation of the LASR GUI, CLECs no longer have

to monitor a fax machine or individually review requests

in CESAR.  If the LSR was submitted via LEX or EDI, the

notification is proactively distributed directly to the

CLEC’s interface.

11.  From the time the LSC is automatically notified of a

jeopardy, the LSC process for submitting the notification

to the CLEC is substantially the same with the exception

of the interface through which the notification must be

submitted.  The timeliness of jeopardy notifications is

measured against an agreed-upon benchmark in the JPSA

(Measure 6).

12.  In addition to the changes in the jeopardy notification

process to which Pacific committed in its compliance

filing, Pacific has responded to requests from CLECs for

added, supplemental notifications.  For CLECs not
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currently utilizing LEX or EDI, and therefore unable to

take advantage of LASR GUI notifications, or in some

instances, in addition to LASR GUI notifications, Pacific

has offered a courtesy notification via electronic mail

or fax.  Accessible Letter CLECC99-268, Attachment 2, was

issued on August 9, 1999.

13.  The Accessible Letter detailed the implementation of a

courtesy notification for any CLEC volunteering an

electronic mail address.  In essence, this notice is a

duplicate of the automatic notice that is sent directly

to the LSC.  Pacific also continues to provide a courtesy

phone call to those CLECs not electing to receive the

courtesy notification through electronic mail.  In

summary, every CLEC receives an official jeopardy

notification via their preferred ordering interface and

an additional courtesy notification through either

electronic mail or a phone call.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]


